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I. INTRODUCTION

A surveillance system can be defined as a technological
tool that assists humans by providing an extended perception
and reasoning capability about situations of interest that
occur in the monitored environments. Human perception as
well as reasoning are constrained by the capabilities and
limits of human senses and mind to simultaneously collect,
process and store limited amount of data. For example:

— only information coming from a limited spatial area
can be directly sensed and processed by the human
at a given time;

— the complexity of the situations that can be analyzed
is usually limited to events, occurring at different
time instants, that can be associated by reasoning
with their common causes.

Surveillance systems provided varied degrees of assis-
tance to humans evolved in an incremental way according
to the progress in surveillance technologies [1]. We will de-
scribe in the following sections the details of the successive
generations of surveillance systems that increasingly utilize
a larger set of sensors as well as more flexible and robust
processing strategies.

This Special Issue focuses on the problems of last genera-
tion surveillance systems and highlights solutions to these
problems that are based on a stronger integration of tech-
niques for multisensor data acquisition, communications and
processing. This integration is possible by the common “full
digital” perspective on which the techniques used by new
systems are based. Next generation surveillance systems can
be considered as an emerging application field requiring mul-
tidisciplinary expertise going from signal and image pro-
cessing, to communications and computer vision. This mul-
tidisciplinary view is common to many applications in the
information and communications technology (ICT) domain,
such as videoconferencing, ambient intelligence, etc. There
is a growing interest in surveillance applications due to the
growing availability of cheap sensors and processors at rea-
sonable costs. There is also a growing need from the public
for improved safety and security in large urban environments
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and improved usage of resources of public infrastructure.
This, in conjunction with the increasing maturity of algo-
rithms and techniques, is making possible the application of
this technology in various application sectors such as secu-
rity, transportation, and the automotive industry. In partic-
ular, the problem of remote surveillance of unattended en-
vironments has received growing attention in the last years,
especially in the context of:

a) safety in transport applications [2], [3], such as
monitoring of railway stations [4], [5], underground
stations [6], [7], airports [8]–[10] and airplane routes
[11]–[13], motorways [14], [15], urban and city roads
[16]–[23], maritime environments [24]–[27];

b) safety or quality control in industrial applications, such
as monitoring of nuclear plants [28] or industrial pro-
cessing cycles [1]–[3];

c) improved Security for people lives, such as monitoring
of indoor or outdoor environments like banks [29], su-
permarkets [6], car parking areas [30], waiting rooms
[31], buildings [32], [33], etc., remote monitoring of
the status of a patient [34], remote surveillance of the
human activity [35]–[47];

d) military applications for surveillance of strategic infra-
structures [48], [49], enemy movements in the battle-
field [50], [51], air surveillance [52], [53].

In order to satisfy a market potentially so large, strong re-
search innovations are required that allow surveillance engi-
neers and end-users to take advantage of innovative commu-
nication solutions, processing, and understanding methods
that are developed by researchers. The goal of this Special
Issue is to point out the key aspects and technological trends
of the last generation of surveillance systems.

While several modalities of sensing such as audio, video,
and chemical sensors are useful in monitoring; we chose to
concentrate on those applications where visual information
plays the most important role. Video communication, pro-
cessing, and understanding can be considered as a funda-
mental modality for surveillance applications.

This is due to several factors.

— Temporally organized visual information is the
major human source of information about the
surrounding environment.
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— As the number of cameras increase, event moni-
toring by personnel is rather boring, tedious, and
error- prone. The automatic preprocessing of the
video information by a surveillance system can act
as a prefilter to human validation of the events. Thus,
it is a natural mechanism to manage the complexity
of monitoring a large site. In addition, a high-level
interface presenting the events in a site is a most
user-friendly and widely acceptable presentation.

— The cost of the video sensor is considerably lower
compared to other sensors when one takes into ac-
count the area of coverage and event analysis func-
tionality provided by using video as the sensing
modality for monitoring.

— A large body of knowledge exists in the areas of
robust and fast digital communication, video pro-
cessing, and pattern recognition. These facilitate the
development of effective and robust real-time sys-
tems.

— Digital video presents stringent throughput require-
ments for a multimedia communication system in
terms of robustness and real-time performance.

Nevertheless, video information can be acquired, pro-
cessed, and transmitted in different ways, and we have
provided a panoramic view of such modalities in this issue.

Video communications aspects are fundamental in
surveillance systems [54]–[59]. Data are acquired by
distributed sources and then are usually transmitted to
some remote control center. An important communication
requirement is the bandwidth that should be lower for the
down-link (from the control center to the sensors) than for
the up-link (from the sensors to control center). Another
important aspect is the security of the transmission. In
many applications, surveillance data must be transmitted
over open networks with multiuser access characteristics
[18]. Information protection on such networks is a critical
issue for maintaining privacy in the surveillance service. On
the other hand, paternity of surveillance data can be very
important for effective use for law enforcement purposes.
Therefore, legal requirements necessitate the development of
watermarking and data-hiding techniques for secure sensor
identity assessment. Video processing and understanding
requirements in surveillance systems are more severe than in
classical computer vision systems due to the high variability
and irregularity of the monitored scenes. Such variability has
several consequences in required processing tools. From one
point of view, it makes it necessary to use more sophisticated
image processing algorithms for signal preprocessing and
filtering. On the other hand, highly variable scene conditions
imply the necessity of selecting robust scene description
and pattern recognition methods. The automatic capability
to learn and adapt to changing scene conditions and the
learning of statistical models of normal event patterns are
emerging issues in surveillance systems [42], [60]. The
learning system provides a mechanism to flag potentially
anomalous events by the discovery of the normal patterns
of activity and flagging the least probable ones. Two major
constraints that impact the deployment of these systems in

the real world include real-time performance and low cost
[61]. Moreover, the multisensor aspect of a surveillance
system constitutes a rather important direction for improving
algorithms [2]. Multisensor systems can take advantage from
processing either the same type of information acquired
from different spatial locations or information acquired by
sensors of different type (e.g., video cameras, microphones,
etc.) on the same monitored area [3]. Appropriate processing
techniques and new sensors providing the real-time infor-
mation related to different scene characteristics can help
both to enlarge the size of monitored environments and to
improve performances of alarm detection in areas monitored
by more sensors.

II. REVIEW OF THE STATE OF THE ART

Electronic video surveillance systems that have been pro-
posed in literature can be classified under a technological
perspective as belonging to three successive generations. The
three generations follow the evolution of communications,
processing, and storage and they have evolved in recent years
with the same increasing speed of such technologies. Obvi-
ously, different categorizations can be established (see, e.g.,
[1]) that are based on different aspects of surveillance: for
example, categories have been proposed to classify surveil-
lance systems according to the degree of awareness of ob-
served people being monitored. An excellent historical per-
spective is presented in [1] of the basic scientific discov-
eries that allowed surveillance video devices, storage media,
and image transmission techniques to be progressively devel-
oped. Early breakthroughs in optics, including the discovery
of lenses and concepts leading to the pinhole camera model,
are shown to be as important as the more recent event under-
standing and recording tools (Daguerre [63]). The capability
of observing and recording images from distant places has
been originally oriented to monitor what happens in heaven.
However, more prosaic observation of what happens on earth
has been discovered by video-based surveillance to be as in-
teresting; however, surveillance of events occurring on Earth
poses ethical problems as such events often involve humans
and the right to monitor can be in conflict with the individual
privacy rights of the monitored people. These privacy prob-
lems largely depend on the shared acceptance of the surveil-
lance task as a necessity by the public at large with respect
to a given application. Another technological breakthrough
fundamental to the development of surveillance systems is
the capability of remotely transmitting and reproducing im-
ages and video information [e.g., TV broadcasting and the
successive use of video signal transmission and display in
close circuit TV systems (CCTV)]. CCTVs operative on the
market and providing data at acceptable quality can be found
dating back to 1960. The availability of CCTVs can be con-
sidered as the starting point that allowed on-line surveillance
to be possible, and 1960 can be considered the starting date
of the first generation surveillance systems.

First video surveillance systems(1GSS) (1960–80)
basically extend human perception capabilities in a spatial
sense. More “eyes” (i.e., video cameras) are used to display
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Fig. 1 Architectural example of first generation video-based surveillance system (1960–1980).

analog visual signals from multiple remote locations in
a single physical location (i.e., the control room). 1GSSs
are based on analog signal and image transmission and
processing (Fig. 1). In these systems, video data from a
set of cameras viewing remote scenes (sensor layer) are
presented to the human operators after analog communi-
cation (local processing layer) of the video signal. Human
operators analyzed video streams through a large set of
monitors, where the scenes monitored by multiple cameras
were multiplexed and presented in a periodic and predefined
order. An added value of 1GSS is given by the acquired
capability of telepresence of a human with respect to a
remote place in a certain instant. Some major drawbacks of
these systems have to do with the reasonably small attention
span of operators that may result in a high miss rate of the
events of interest. From a communications point of view,
these systems suffered from the main problems of analog
video communications: i.e., high bandwidth requirements,
poor allocation flexibility, etc. Storage of video surveillance
tapes remained a problem until the mid-1970s, when analog
storage on VHS and similar media alleviated this problem.

The main limitations of the first generation systems are
due to the following points strictly related to analog pro-
cessing and transmission level.

— A large bandwidth is usually required that limits the
number of sensors to be used [57].

— Analog video is subject to noise in transmission and
the stored information suffers from degradations in
image quality during playback [54]–[59].

— On-line alarm detection for a large set of monitored
sites is difficult as they are related to visual inspec-
tion of monitors by human operators with limited
attention spans [64].

— Off-line archival and retrieval of information on sig-
nificant events of interest is difficult due to the large
amount of tapes to be stored and reexamined.

It is clear from the above points that if either the spatial ex-
tent of the area being monitored or the complexity of events
increases, then the only practical solution for real-time event
detection using 1GSS is to increase the number of operators,
i.e., to increase the number of parallel human processors for
signals associated with events.

Starting from 1980, rapid improvements in the different
basic technologies emerged: the improved resolution of
video cameras and the availability of low-cost computers
are two basic breakthroughs that facilitated intense research
on algorithms for video processing and detection of events.
In parallel, communications improvements during the 1980s
led to CCTVs with improved robustness at reduced costs. In
this technological evolution,second generation surveillance
systems(2GSS) (1980–2000) correspond to the maturity
phase of analog 1GSSs; they benefited from early advances
in digital video communications (e.g., digital compres-
sion, bandwidth reduction, and robust transmission) and
processing methods that provide assistance to the human
operator by prescreening of important visual events. Some
of these systems have been studied since the late 1980s
until now in the context of different international research
programs [65], [66] and have carried to prototypical prod-
ucts showing the feasibility of digital, intelligent attention
focusing systems on video from limited sets of cameras.

In particular, 2GSS research addressed many areas with
increased results in real-time analysis and segmentation
of two-dimensional (2-D) image sequences [67], identifi-
cation and tracking of multiple objects in complex scenes
[68]–[73], human behavior understanding [35]–[45], multi-
sensor data-fusion [74], intelligent man–machine interfaces
[75]–[77], performance evaluation of video processing
algorithms [78], [79], wireless and wired broad-band ac-
cess networks [80]–[83], new signal processing for video
compression, and multimedia transmission for video-based
surveillance systems [84]–[90], etc.

Most research efforts during the period of 2GSSs have
been spent on the development of automated real-time event
detection techniques for video surveillance. As we have men-
tioned before, the availability of automated methods would
greatly facilitate the monitoring of large sites with numerous
cameras as the automated event detection step allows for pre-
filtering and presentation of the relevant events.

In this way, the augmented perception capability in 2GSSs
allows for a significant increase in the amount of simultane-
ously monitored data and, in addition, provides alarm data
directly relevant to the cognitive monitoring tasks. Humans
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Fig. 2 Architectural example of third generation video-based surveillance system.

and animals are provided this ability through the use of preat-
tentive mechanisms. It has been shown that there is evidence
that neural nets implementing motion detection are used by
the brain to capture human attention on specific sections of
the human retina. Simple examples of multisensor extensions
of this phenomenon are provided by the capability of humans
to focus their sensors toward spatial areas from which spe-
cific sounds have been heard. However, 2GSSs have been
able to only provide solutions with intermediate levels of dig-
ital video signal transmission and processing [80]–[90], i.e.,
they occasionally include digital methods in system subparts
to solve local and isolated problems.

The main goal ofthird generation surveillance systems
(3GSS) is to provide “full digital” solutions to the design of
surveillance systems, starting at the sensor level, up to the
presentation of mixed symbolic and visual information to the
operators (see Fig. 2). In this sense, they take advantage of
progress in low cost, high performance computing networks
and in the availability of digital communications on hetero-
geneous, mobile, and fixed broad-band networks [56], [57].

In Fig. 2, an example of 3GSS is presented where video
cameras constitute the sensor layer, while the peripheral in-
telligence and the transmission devices form the local pro-
cessing layer. Sensor and local processing layers can be phys-
ically organized together in a so-calledintelligent camera.
The local processing layer uses digital compression methods
to save bandwidth resources. The principal component of the
network layer is the intelligent hub: the main functionality of
the intelligent hub is the application-oriented fusion of data
coming from lower-level layers. At the operator layer, an ac-
tive interface is presented to the operator. This interface as-
sists the operator by focusing his/her attention to a subset of
interesting events. Communications are entirely in a digital
form. The communication medium could be fixed wireless
LANs or mobile digital devices (e.g., GPRS digital mobile
phones) as well as broad-band media such as optical fibers,
coax cables, or twisted pairs.

Research work on distributed real-time video processing
techniques on intelligent, open, and dedicated networks is ex-
pected to provide more and more interesting results. This will
be largely due to the availability of increased computational
power at reasonable costs, advanced video processing/under-
standing methods, and multi-sensor data fusion. At the same
time, a 3GSS can take advantage from the evolution of mul-
timedia digital broadband communications in both wireless
and wired domains. In particular, progress in the design of
high-bandwidth access networks makes it possible to fore-
cast widespread use of these systems by residential users for
different applications. However, these surveillance systems
would present specific requirements that necessitate the ded-
icated research and development of new tools.

This Special Issue is aimed at providing a global view of
research efforts that are driving the development of 3GSSs as
well as to provide an insight into the industrial perspectives
of research centers developing them.

III. T ECHNICAL CHALLENGES OF DEPLOYING THIRD

GENERATION SYSTEMS

We have seen that the main objective of full digital 3GSSs
is to facilitate the efficient data communication, manage-
ment, and extraction of events in real-time video from a large
collection of sensors. To achieve this goal, improvements in
automatic recognition functionalities and digital multiuser
communications strategies are needed. Technology meeting
the requirements for the recognition algorithms includes
computational speed, memory usage, remote data access,
multiuser communications between distributed processors,
etc. The availability of this technology greatly facilitates
3GSS development and deployment.

From the point of view of augmentation of human percep-
tion and monitoring capabilities in 3GSSs, the 3GSS allevi-
ates the human from monitoring a collection of video moni-
tors and, in addition, would assist the human in tasks that are
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rather cumbersome (i.e., fall outside normal human spatial
and temporal cognitive abilities) to do with traditional sys-
tems. For instance, real-time person tracking in a crowded
scene is a tough task for a human to perform with a single
video displayed on the monitor. Another improvement of
3GSSs is that online tools can be built to assist humans with
event management.

A. Technological Viewpoint

If we consider technological aspects, one of the major
technological basis of 3GSSs is the availability of robust,
high-bandwidth digital multimedia transmissions over
wide-band channels. Another technological basis has been
the availability of embedded digital sensors that directly
process locally acquired digital data. As progress in 3GSSs’
intelligent sensors are being made, we are seeing the de-
ployment of hubs capable of performing limited local digital
video processing functions based on embedded DSPs. In
addition, there is an increase in the amount of computing
power per unit cost for use in the central control rooms
and intelligent hubs, thus allowing automated intelligent
processing to be done at the control center or in intermediate
surveillance stations. Therefore, the driving technological
push in 3GSSs is based on three main aspects.

— Wide-band digital communications and surveil-
lance networking.

— Rapid decrease in processing hardware cost.
— Appearance of embedded intelligence subsystems

(sensors and hubs).
Thanks to the availability of more evolved and powerful

communications, sensors, and processing units, the architec-
tural choice in 3GSSs can potentially become highly vari-
able and flexibly customized to obtain a desired performance
level. Therefore, the system architecture starts to represent
a key issue; for example, the different level of distribution
of intelligence can lead preattentive detection methods ei-
ther closer to the sensors or distributed at different levels in a
computational processing hierarchy. Another source of vari-
ability is due to the use of heterogeneous networks (wireless
or wired) and transmission modalities both in terms of source
and channel coding and in terms of multiuser access tech-
niques. Spatial and temporal coding scalability can be very
useful for reducing the amount of information to be trans-
mitted by each camera depending on the intelligence level of
the camera itself, while multiple access techniques are a basic
tool to allow a large number of sensors to share a communi-
cation channel in the most efficient and robust way. Surveil-
lance network management techniques are also necessary
in 3GSSs to coordinate distributed intelligence modules in
order to obtain a optimal performances as well as to adapt
system behavior depending on the variety of conditions oc-
curring either in a scene or in systems’ parameters. All these
tools are critical to design efficient systems. For example,
the number of cameras supported by a system can vary to a
large degree depending on both the level of intelligence em-
bedded in each camera and on the channel capacity available
for messages sent by cameras. Finally, a further evolution is

the integration among surveillance networks based on sen-
sors of either different types such as audio, radar or always
visual but oriented toward completely different functional-
ities (e.g., face detection, fingerprinting) and sensor types
(e.g., standard perspective cameras or catadioptric sensors,
i.e., sensors with mirrors).

The major technological improvements expected in
3GSSs can be structured onto different generality levels.
This depends on the major complexity of these systems
with respect to previous generations. Moreover, we can
suppose that, due to such complexity, the development of a
3GSS system with all the characteristics underlined in the
following cannot be reached until ten years from now. This
also opens the problem of identifying successive progressive
steps inside 3GSSs that can reasonably be integrated at
successive stages into a single system.

Let us first analyze major improvements expected at dif-
ferent levels.

At a general level, a 3GSS should support:

— multiple services related to different users accessing
to the same set of data acquired by a surveillance
network (controlled multiuser accessibility);

— flexible changing of the functionalities assigned ei-
ther to a single cell or to a group of cells depending
on the active services as well as on operating con-
ditions (cell reconfigurability).

A surveillance service should be complete and it should
allow data accessibility both for direct alarm generation and
for off-line inspection, i.e., it must include:

— a user oriented, sufficiently extended number of
functionalities associated with a number of senso-
rial cells sufficient to provide a spatial surveillance
support appropriate for the task (completeness);

— an alarm generation mechanism satisfying real-time
alarm generation user requirements (real-time re-
sponse);

— Distributed digital memorization capabilities and
local databases accessible for a given time from the
event and covering a sufficiently extended period
(off-line recording).

Each functionality should be characterized by measura-
bility, robustness, efficiency, multimodal sensor support, and
adaptability with respect to both processing and communica-
tions. In particular, each functionality should be associated
with the following.

— A computational model of a detection method ap-
propriate to identify events of interest from avail-
able signal representations (computability).

— A measurable performance metric depending on the
operating conditions (measurability).

— A performance behavior that should degrade grace-
fully with respect to the presence of various envi-
ronmental conditions; such conditions should in-
clude the possibility for a functionality that can be
applied to recorded, compressed data, by consid-
ering compression rate as an external condition (ro-
bustness).
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Table 1
Real-World Applications

— A modifiable processing behavior to detect events
of interest depending on environmental scene con-
ditions (processing adaptability).

— A modifiable communication strategy depending
on conditions of the channels (communications
adaptability).

— A high ratio between performances with respect to
employed computational and bandwidth resources
(efficiency).

— An appropriate selection of sensors organized into
system cells in order to provide data necessary to
detect events of interest (multimodal sensorial sup-
port).

IV. RESEARCHIMPACT ON REAL-WORLD PRODUCT

DEVELOPMENT

We have seen how the technological trends impact the re-
search and development of the 3GSSs. The design, develop-
ment, and deployment of these systems in the real world are
influenced by a variety of factors including: the availability
of sophisticated algorithms, the integration of the algorithms
into the system form, and the validation that the system de-
signed meets end user requirements. The industrial trends in
CCTV systems are to incorporate intelligent processing func-
tionality into these systems. High-end systems are being of-
fered that take advantage of the broad-band communication
capabilities and the intelligent algorithms available. How-
ever, their acceptance in the real world has been rather slow,
mainly due to prohibitive cost of these systems and due to the
end-user acceptance of these products (for a good discussion
on end-user concerns and a market analysis of the security
industry please see the paper from Pavlidiset al. of Hon-
eywell Research in this Special Issue). Early use of CCTV

systems has been in large public installations (i.e., subway
systems, large public areas) for improved safety and secu-
rity, in military installations, private buildings, banks, and in
shopping centers. More increasingly, video monitoring sys-
tems are being used in medium-scale shopping centers and in
small shops. These are still based on 2GSS technology. Eval-
uation of a 2GSS system is primarily based on the quality
of the image or video being presented to the user, on the
number of video streams that can be monitored effectively.
However, in a 3GSS system this is not the case. The intel-
ligence functionality in a 3GSS system introduces the fun-
damental issue of validation of the intelligence component
to verify that the alarm generation software meets user re-
quirements. Since the end-users do not understand computer
vision or signal processing technologies, their expectations
for this technology are rather high at first glance. It is not un-
common for a highway authority official to expect people/ve-
hicle detection and tracking error rates of less than 1% in
all weather conditions, a task that is rather daunting even
for humans. There is a need for 3GSS system researchers
and designers to understand realistic use case scenarios of
these systems and to translate end-user requirements to de-
sign practical and efficient systems. In Table I, we catego-
rize real-world applications, their functional requirements,
and cost/performance requirements.

The major application areas for 3GSSs are in the area of
public monitoring. This is necessitated by rapid growth of
metropolitan localities and by the growing need to provide
improved safety and security to the general public. Other fac-
tors that drive the deployment of these systems include effec-
tive resource management, providing rapid emergency assis-
tance, etc. The market for security and surveillance systems
is slated to grow from about $650 billion in the current year
to about $1.225 billion in the year 2006 worldwide.
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Some factors that currently impede the deployment of
these systems include:

1) system costs for given performance;
2) robustness of system functions with respect to com-

plexity of input video (e.g., outdoor/natural illumina-
tion conditions, all weather conditions);

3) lack of standards for quantification of performance of
these systems;

4) high costs, tediousness of tests and validation;
5) high-level vision functions providing semantics in

video are rather error prone and generate too many
false positives;

6) automated systems need to provide self-diagnosis
when a scenario that is not modeled is encountered.

The system costs are rather prohibitive currently if one ex-
amines the level of performance required. Video surveillance
is a visual task that is boring yet easy for a human operator to
perform during short attention spans. End-users cannot com-
prehend the difficulty in the automation of such visual tasks.
Due to their lack of understanding of vision systems, unre-
alistic performance requirements are often set. Nevertheless,
the false alarm rates per camera for an event detection task
should be rather low. This is driven by the psychological need
for the human operator to trust the automated system. If the
automated system generated too many false alerts, the human
would tend to ignore the automated system and, hence, the
intelligence function will be turned off. The problem is com-
pounded when many types of events are automatically gen-
erated. The false alarms just add up. Typical system require-
ments for a people detection task in highways, for instance,
is close to 100% detection with near zero false alarms per
day under all weather conditions. A false alarm in this case
is the detection of a change in the scene as a person. Another
system requirement is the reaction time, i.e., the time it takes
the system for an alarm to be generated, for these systems.
Typical reaction times may vary depending on the event, but
it is reasonable to expect reaction times of the order of a few
seconds.

Another major stumbling block in incorporating these
intelligence functions in real-world systems is the lack of
robustness, the inability to test and validate these systems
under variety of usage cases, and the lack of quantification of
performance of these systems. A major requirement in auto-
mated systems is the ability to self-diagnose when the video
data is not usable for analysis purposes. For instance, when
CCD cameras are used in an outdoor highway application, it
is often the case that during certain times of the day there is di-
rect lighting of the camera lens from sunlight; a situation that
renders the video useless for monitoring purposes. Another
example of such a scenario is a weather condition such as
heavy snowfall during which the contrast levels are such that
people detection at a distance is rather difficult to do. Thus,
in these scenarios, it is useful to have a system diagnostic
that alerts the end-user of the unavailability of the automated
intelligence functions. Ideally, the function that evaluates the
unavailability of a given system should estimate whether the
input data is such that the system performance can be guar-
anteed to meet given user-defined specifications. In addition,

the system should gracefully degrade in performance as the
complexity of data increases. This is a very open research
issue that is crucial to the deployment of these systems.

Performance evaluation of these systems, therefore, is a
major open research issue. There is now a dedicated IEEE
workshop on performance evaluation of tracking systems
(PETS) that attempts to bring researchers to evaluate al-
gorithms on common datasets to identify the algorithms
strengths/limitations. However, there is a lack of realistic
datasets and industrial input in these forums. Video databases
that facilitate the systematic evaluation of the performance
of various intelligent processing functions are needed. These
databases should capture essentially all the variability in the
scene conditions (e.g., day, night, day to night transitions,
all object types, event types, dry, rainy, snow, foggy condi-
tions) to effectively determine the situations under which the
algorithms are effective and meet requirements. There is a
need for performance metrics and well-agreed definitions for
evaluating system components and the total system perfor-
mance. Product development will benefit for the systematic
comparisons of available methods. Testing and validation of
these systems is rather costly and tedious due to the manual
labor involved in validation. Intelligence functions can be
built to have enough logged information to validate the alarms
generated, while a periodic sampling/logging of the video
data along with manual examination by a person is necessary
to identify potentially missed alarms.

The first functionalities that we will see in the 3GSSs
are intelligent detection and tracking functions with limited
event analysis capabilities. Research systems currently have
demonstrated these functionalities; see, for instance, [91].
The complexity of these event analysis methods is still rather
low. They are primarily algorithms evaluating trajectories of
movement patterns of people/vehicles to identify potential
anomalies. The algorithms operate mainly in light pedestrian
traffic conditions. More complicated event analysis func-
tions will be needed to deal with moderate flow conditions.
These will require multiple object tracking, reasoning, and
interpretation of events.

V. SPECIAL ISSUECONTENTS

In the previous sections, some of the main aspects were
highlighted related to the current state of the art, technology,
and industrial applications trends with respect to video
surveillance systems. This Special Issue aims at providing a
deeper insight in this topic by providing to the readers a bal-
anced list of contributions of academic and industrial research
aspects in communications, processing and understanding.
As the reader will see from the papers of the Special Issue and
as one can expect from the real-world problems explained
in the previous section, main problems currently considered
are related with real-time either distributed or centralized
processing and robustness issues in multisensor surveillance
networks. We hope that the invited papers presented by some
of the more active research groups in this field will provide at
the same time a sufficiently extended framework of current
research status and new ideas for people who are interested
in contributing to this interesting field where academic
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approaches and industrial viewpoint can successfully meet
to provide solutions from which real-world end-users can
benefit. Nevertheless, we are also sure that this Special Issue
necessarily covers only a limited part of the global work
carried on in this field by not directly describing research of
other academic and industrial groups in the world. Therefore,
we invite interested readers to go through the references in
various papers and in other Special Issues published in books
and specialistic journals (e.g., [1]–[3], [61], [80], [90]–[92])
to enlarge the view we provided in this issue.

Referring to the contents of this special issue, we now
present an overview of each of the invited and peer-reviewed
published papers.

A. Change Detection and Background Extraction by Linear
Algebra

(Invited Paper)
Durucan and Ebrahimi
The first paper in the Special Issue deals with a key issue

in surveillance systems, i.e., optimal approaches to reduce
the cardinality of data to be considered by further processing
steps to obtain real-time scene descriptors. Change detection
and background evaluation is particularly important in scenes
observed by fixed cameras and can be managed in different
ways depending by scene characteristics. In this first paper on
change detection techniques as applied to video surveillance,
the authors present an overview of several methods and
discuss an innovative method that they have successfully
applied in prototypical surveillance systems. The method
is based on a physical luminance model and uses algebraic
considerations to derive an estimation of the area of interest of
an image with respect to an estimated background.

B. Into the Woods: Visual Surveillance of Noncooperative
and Camouflaged Targets in Complex Outdoor Settings

(Invited Paper)
Boult, Micheals, Gao, and Eckmann
This paper discusses the current state of the art in video-

based target detection with particular attention to the problem
of surveillance and tracking of noncooperative and camou-
flaged targets in cluttered outdoor settings. Since for these
domains, the detection phase is crucial, the authors discuss
mainly techniques for change detection. Then, they present
an innovative approach, called quasi-connected components
(QCC), for performing spatio-temporal grouping. QCC com-
bines gap filling, thresholding-with-hysteresis, and spatio-
temporal region merging. The last part of the paper briefly
review the tracking component of the system as well as the
target geo-location, network communication, and user inter-
face. Finally, the authors discuss the performance evaluation
of the system, as measured by an external evaluation group.

C. Image Authentication Techniques for Surveillance
Applications

(Invited Paper)
Bartolini, Tefas, Barni, and Pitas
The problem of image authentication in digital video

surveillance systems is considered in this paper by authors

coming from two European universities very active in the
watermarking research field. In particular, this paper pro-
vides an introductory overview to watermarking techniques
where different approaches are discussed with their relative
merits as compared to the considered application. This paper
introduces the interesting viewpoint of designing water-
marking algorithms in systems where quality is assessed not
on the basis of a subjective/objective visual judgment but on
the basis of indirect results i.e., automatic system decisions,
like event detection in surveillance systems.

D. Distributed Architectures and Logical-Task
Decomposition in Multimedia Surveillance Systems

(Invited Paper)
Marcenaro, Oberti, Foresti, and Regazzoni
Third generation video surveillance systems use dis-

tributed intelligence functionality. An important design
issue is to decide the granularity at which the tasks can
be distributed based on available computational resources,
network bandwidth, and task requirements. The paper
investigates the impact of distributed processing and
communication techniques on the design of 3GSSs. The
authors illustrate how the distribution of intelligence can be
achieved by dynamic partition of all the logical processing
tasks, including event recognition and communication. The
dynamic task allocation problem is studied through the use
of a computational complexity model for representation and
communication tasks. The computational power of the in-
telligent cameras and the channel capacity of the bandwidth
transmission are shown to be important parameters that
affect the performance of the total system.

E. Multiple Camera Tracking of Interacting and Occluded
Human Motion

(Invited Paper)
Dockstader and Tekalp
This paper describes a multicamera system for tracking

interacting human motion based on multiple layers of
temporal filtering coupled by a Bayesian belief network.
The system uses a distributed platform, where a dedicated
processor is applied to process each independent video
stream representing a distinct view of some scene, to achieve
real-time performance and to reduce overcome problems
with occlusions and articulated motion. Each image of the
monocular sequence is processed to extract interesting 2-D
features (i.e., a set of image points to be tracked) of human
motion. These measurements are used together with an
estimate of the 3-D state vector representing the velocity and
position of features in a 3-D Cartesian space as the input of
a predictor-corrector filter that produces an estimate of the
2-D state vector. 2-D state vectors coming from each view
of the system provide a vector of independent observations
for a Bayesian belief network which fuses them to compute
the most likely vector of 3-D state estimates given the
available data. To maintain temporal continuity, the network
is followed with a layer of Kalman filters that updates the
3-D state estimates. Experiments on a home environment
with several people in motion demonstrate the superiority of
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the proposed approach in tracking accuracy with respect to
data fusion methods based on averaging.

F. Algorithms for Cooperative Multisensor Surveillance

(Invited Paper)
Collins, Lipton, Fuiyoshi, and Kanade
The Robotic Institute at Carnegie Mellon University

(CMU) has created a Video Surveillance and Monitoring
Lab. The team working in this laboratory has developed sev-
eral video-understanding algorithms to perform cooperative,
multisensor surveillance. An overview of these algorithms,
integrated into a multicamera system, is described in this
paper. The proposed system uses a distributed network
of active video sensors to monitor activities in a cluttered
outdoor environment. Video understanding algorithms are
used to automatically detect people and vehicles, to localize
and track them into a geo-spatial reference system and to
classify them. Results from each single camera system are
integrated into a coherent overview of the dynamic scene by
multi-sensor fusion algorithms running on a central control
room. Results are shown to a remote operator through a
graphical user interface that provides the user with 2-D and
3-D synthetic views of the environment. Detected objects
are displayed as dynamic agents.

The feasibility of the real-time functioning of the surveil-
lance system has been demonstrated within a multicamera
test-bed system developed on the CMU campus.

G. Urban Surveillance Systems: From the Laboratory to
the Commercial World

(Invited Paper)
Pavlidis, Morellas, Tsiamyrtzis, and Harp
This paper describes a system developed in an industrial

research center for the monitoring of a large building site
parking lot with distributed set of cameras. The paper offers
an industrial perspective to the security market as well as
the end-user concerns. It discusses a system “DETER” that
is used to detect and track pedestrians and vehicles in
a parking lot using a distributed set of sensors. Various
aspects of the system including background adaptation,
object detection and tracking, trajectory analysis for threat
identification, and visualization of the results from various
sensors are presented. In addition, a qualitative as well
as quantitative evaluation of the system performance is
presented.

H. Design, Analysis, and Engineering of Video Monitoring
Systems: An Approach and a Case Study

(Invited Paper)
Greifenhagen, Comaniciu, Niemann, and Ramesh
The problem of including a quantitative statistical perfor-

mance evaluation model in the design of an industrial ori-
ented multisensor surveillance system is the problem consid-
ered in this paper. The authors show first a general method-
ology by which a surveillance problem can be divided in a

set of submodules, each characterized by a precise statistical
input–output relation. They show how performance of com-
plex chains of such modules can be predicted in a statistical
sense on the basis of probabilistic knowledge on input data.
The industrial value of the paper is given by the case of study
shown, where the problem of integrating data coming from
an omni-directional camera to obtain an estimate of people
position in a indoor scene can be used to point the optical axis
of a different mobile camera toward the face of the observed
people. The used performance evaluation model used in the
design phase allows one to evaluate pointing error depending
on the position of the observed people in the field of view of
the omni-directional camera and to fix accordingly intrinsic
and extrinsic parameters of the mobile camera to optimize
the view of the observed face.

I. Aerial Video Surveillance and Exploitation

(Invited Paper)
Kumar, Sawhney, Samarasekera, Hsu, Tao, Guo, Hanna,

Pope, Wildes, Hirvonen, Hansen, and Burt
This paper from an industrial research center describes

a state-of-the-art aerial video surveillance system devel-
oped over several years of efforts for the Department of
Defense Advanced Projects Agency in the U.S. The paper
describes a framework for aerial video surveillance using
video cameras. Aerial video surveillance is done delineating
the video into components corresponding to static scene
geometry, the dynamic objects, and the appearance of
static/dynamic objects in the scene. The delineation is done
based on 2-D/3-D alignment of dynamic imagery. Models
that are progressively increasing complexity are invoked
to delineate the static and dynamic components of the
scene and efficiently represented for exploitation in various
surveillance tasks. The paper discusses key components of
the framework, including frame-to-frame alignment and the
extraction of motion layers, mosaicing of static background
components to form panaromas, independent tracking of
moving objects, extraction of the geo-location of the video
and tracked objects, and enhanced visualization of the video
by reprojection and merging of the video with reference
imagery and/or digital terrain maps. The system produces
meta-data along with the video that allows one to perform
aerial mapping, dynamic scene visualization over time,
temporal change detection, etc.
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